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Abstract
The seasonal mean of a climate variable is considered to consist of:
(a) slow-external; (b) slow-internal; and (c) intraseasonal components.
Using an Analysis of Variance-based method, the interannual variability of the seasonal mean from an ensemble of coupled atmosphere-ocean
general circulation model realisations is separable into these components. Here, we propose a method for analysing the covariability of
these components between pairs of climate variables. In particular,
the method allows for an estimate of the covariability of the projected
time series of the modes of variability of one climate variable with
the time series of another. To illustrate this, the relationship between
time series of the modes of variability of 500 hPa geopotential height
and sea surface temperature is examined for an ensemble of coupled
general circulation model realisations. The method is applicable to
other atmospheric climate variables and datasets.
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1

Introduction

The variability of the atmospheric circulation is controlled by many physical
processes, which may act on time scales ranging from days to years. These
processes, on these different timescales, can influence the interannual variability of the seasonal mean of a climate variable [1]. Consequently, a seasonal
mean climate anomaly is considered as a statistical random variable consisting
of signal and noise components [2]. The signal is related to slowly varying
(a season or longer) processes and is considered as the slow component of
interannual variability of the seasonal mean [3]. For an ensemble of model
realisations, Zheng and Frederiksen [4] showed that the slow component is
further separable into two components; one externally forced (slow-external)
and one related to slowly varying internal sources (slow-internal). The noise
is related to internal dynamics with intraseasonal time scales of about 14–
90 days. This has been referred to as the intraseasonal component of the
seasonal mean [3].
Zheng and Frederiksen [3] formulated a method for estimating the statistical
modes of interannual covariability of the slow and intraseasonal components.
Using monthly mean data, the interannual covariability of the seasonal mean
is estimated by second moments. Note that this approach differs from time
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filtering of daily data, which has been used to identify variability within
frequency bands (for example, 30–60 days for intraseasonal variability). For
interannual covariability of the seasonal mean, a seasonal mean operator is
applied to separate the signal and noise components, and the result will be
essentially the same as using raw daily data, filtered or unfiltered [5].
Frederiksen and Zheng [6] applied the method of Zheng and Frederiksen [3]
to the Southern Hemisphere 500 hPa geopotential height field in reanalysis
data. How well coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (cgcms)
are able to reproduce these modes has been assessed [7]. However, in order
to understand the external forcings or internal sources related to modes of
variability of the slow component in cgcms, it is useful to investigate the
relationship between the time series of the modes and other climate variables
such as sea surface temperature (sst). Here, we extend the estimation of the
variability of components for an ensemble of realisations formulated by Zheng
et al. [8] to the case of coupled covariance between the time series associated
with a mode of variability, and another climate variable. To illustrate the
method, we investigate the sources of atmospheric variability related to the
El Nino-Southern Oscillation (enso) in the current and a projected future
climate.

2

Methodology

Given the conceptual model described in section 1, the separation into the
three components is possible given at least monthly data [1, 8]. Here, we
assume that we have monthly mean data on a spatial grid for an ensemble
of model realisations. In that case, the monthly mean anomaly, after the
annual cycle has been removed, of a climate variable x at any grid point is
represented as [8]
xsym = βy + δsy + εsym ,
(1)
where s = 1, . . . , S is the realisation number in an ensemble of size S, y =
1, . . . , Y is the year index in a sample of Y years and m = 1, 2, 3 is the month
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index in the season. The slow-external component, independent of realisation,
is βy , δsy is the slow-internal component, taken to be constant over a season,
and the residual monthly departure of xsym from the slow components, εsym ,
is the intraseasonal component.
Grainger et al. [9] showed that for the model given by equation (1), it is
possible to estimate covariance matrices for the components of the interannual
variability of the seasonal mean. The modes of interannual variability of
each component are defined to be the Empirical Orthogonal Functions (eofs)
obtained by eigenvalue decomposition [10] of the corresponding covariance
matrix, in descending order by variance explained. For any eof, the associated
time series, denoted here by ptsym , is calculated by projecting the monthly
anomalies xsym at all grid points onto the eof. The associated time series, also
referred to here as a Principal Component (pc) time series, is also separable
into components, that is,
ptsym = βty + δtsy + εtsym .

(2)

0
Suppose that there is a second spatially gridded climate variable xsym
that is
also separable into components. That is, at any grid point,
0
0
0
xsym
= βy0 + δsy
+ εsym
.

(3)

Then it is possible to estimate the interannual covariability of the components
0
of the times series ptsym and xsym
. Firstly,
 0

1 X t
0
p◦y◦ − pt◦◦◦ x◦y◦
− x◦◦◦
,
Y − 1 y=1
Y

0
^ t◦y◦ , x◦y◦
V(p
)=

(4)

is the covariance of the ensemble mean seasonal means, where a subscript ◦
represents an average over an index (s, y or m), and V^ denotes the estimated
covariance. Next,
0
0
0
0
^ tsy + εtsy◦ − δt◦y − εt◦y◦ , δsy
+ εsy◦
− δ◦y
− ε◦y◦
)
V(δ
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XX
 0

1
0
=
ptsy◦ − pt◦y◦ xsy◦
− x◦y◦
,
Y(S − 1) y=1 s=1
Y

S

(5)

is the covariance of the internal components. Also, Zheng et al. [8] showed
that the covariance of the intraseasonal components is able to be estimated
as a function of monthly moments. In this case,

1
0
^ ,
^ tsy◦ , εsy◦
V(ε
)=
α
^ (3 + 4φ)
9
where
α
^=

a
^
2(1 − φ)

(6)

(7)

is the covariance of the intraseasonal components within each month, and
^ = a + 2b ,
φ
2(a + b)

^ 6 0.1 ,
06φ

(8)

is the intermonthly correlation between consecutive months. The covariance
and intermonth correlations of the intraseasonal components are assumed to
be independent of months within a season. The monthly moments a and b
are defined as
"
Y
S
 0

1 1 XX t
0
a =
psy1 − ptsy2 xsy1
− xsy2
2 YS y=1 s=1
#
Y X
S
X


1
0
0
,
(9)
+
ptsy2 − ptsy3 xsy2
− xsy3
YS y=1 s=1
"
Y
S
 0

1 1 XX t
0
b =
psy1 − ptsy2 xsy2
− xsy3
2 YS y=1 s=1
#
Y
S


1 XX t
0
0
+
p − ptsy3 xsy1
− xsy2
.
(10)
YS y=1 s=1 sy2
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From equations (4), (5) and (6) the interannual covariances of the remaining
components are estimated. Using equation (5), the covariance of the total
internal components is estimated by
S ^ t
0
0
0
0
V(δsy +εtsy◦ −δt◦y −εt◦y◦ , δsy
+εsy◦
−δ◦y
−ε◦y◦
).
S−1
(11)
The covariance of the slow-external components is estimated from equations (4)
and (11) by
0
0
^ tsy +εtsy◦ , δsy
V(δ
+εsy◦
)=

1^ t
0
t
0
0
^ ty , βy0 ) = V(p
^ t◦y◦ , x◦y◦
) − V(δ
V(β
sy + εsy◦ , δsy + εsy◦ )
S
0
^ t◦y◦ , x◦y◦
= V(p
)
1 ^ t
0
0
0
0
V(δsy + εtsy◦ − δt◦y − εt◦y◦ , δsy
+ εsy◦
− δ◦y
− ε◦y◦
).
−
S−1
(12)
Using equations (11) and (12), the covariance of the total seasonal mean
components is then estimated by
0
0
0
^ tsy◦ , xsy◦
^ ty , βy0 ) + V(δ
^ tsy + εtsy◦ , δsy
V(p
) = V(β
+ εsy◦
)
S−1^ t
0
0
0
^ t◦y◦ , x◦y◦
+ εsy◦
)
= V(p
)+
V(δsy + εtsy◦ , δsy
S
0
^ t◦y◦ , x◦y◦
= V(p
)
0
0
0
0
^ tsy + εtsy◦ − δt◦y − εt◦y◦ , δsy
).
+ εsy◦
− δ◦y
− ε◦y◦
+ V(δ

(13)

Finally, the covariances of the slow-internal (slow) components are estimated
as differences between the covariances of the total internal (total) and the
intraseasonal components (equation 6), that is,
0
0
0
0
^ tsy , δsy
^ tsy + εtsy◦ , δsy
^ tsy◦ , εsy◦
V(δ
) = V(δ
+ εsy◦
) − V(ε
), (14)
t
t
0
0
t
0
t
0
^ y + δsy , βy + δsy ) = V(p
^ sy◦ , xsy◦ ) − V(ε
^ sy◦ , εsy◦ ).
(15)
V(β
0
Thus, the covariances of all the components between ptsym and xsym
are esti0
mated. This is repeated at all grid points of xsym for eofs of the components
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of xsym that are of interest. In most cases, the covariances of the slow, slowinternal or slow-external components are the most relevant because they
may be related to important sources of interannual variability such as sst or
greenhouse gas forcing.

3

Example

To illustrate the methodology, the sources related to interannual variability of
500 hPa geopotential height for the Southern Hemisphere summer (December,
January and February) are investigated through the covariance with sst.
cgcm data were obtained from the World Climate Research Program (wcrp)
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (cmip3) dataset [11]. As
in Grainger et al. [7], data from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (ncep) National Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis [12]
for the period 1951–2000 is used as the reference dataset. Observed sst data
were obtained from the hadisst dataset [13]. All 500 hPa geopotential height
data were mapped to a 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ latitude/longitude grid, and sst data
to a 2◦ × 2◦ latitude/longitude grid. For the model 500 hPa geopotential
height, covariance matrices for the slow, slow-internal and slow-external
components were estimated using the method of Grainger et al. [9]. Here, the
corresponding modes of variability are referred to as the slow, slow-internal
and slow-external eofs, respectively.
For the ncep reanalysis, the slow modes of variability were estimated using
the method of Zheng and Frederiksen [3], and the covariance between the slow
components of the pc time series of the height field and the sst time series
(equation 15) using the method in section 2 with S = 1. Figure 1a shows
the slow eof-2 of ncep 500 hPa geopotential height and the corresponding
covariance with observed sst. Frederiksen and Zheng [6] found that this
mode is related to enso variability. This is seen in both the teleconnection
pattern of the eof loadings and the high positive covariance with tropical
Pacific sst.
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Figure 1: Slow eof-2 of 500 hPa geopotential height (left) and covariance
with the slow component of sst (right) for (a) ncep reanalysis, (b) mpi
echam 5 for the second half of the 20th century, and (c) mpi echam 5 for
the second half of the 21st century. The eofs are normalised to unit length.
The square root of the eigenvalue (units m) and percentage explained of the
slow covariance is given next to each eof.
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Figure 2: As in Figure 1 but for the slow-internal eof-2 estimated by (a) mpi
echam 5 for the second half of the 20th century, and (b) mpi echam 5 for
the second half of the 21st century.
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Realisations from the 20c3m scenario [11] were taken to represent the second
half of the 20th century in the cmip3 models. A preliminary comparison with
the ncep reanalysis found that mpi echam 5 (S = 4) was one of the best of
the 23 cmip3 models at reproducing the structure of the intraseasonal and
slow eofs. The slow eof-2 of 500 hPa geopotential height and corresponding
covariance with model sst for mpi echam 5 is shown in Figure 1b. mpi
echam 5 reproduces well the structure and magnitude of the enso variability
estimated by the ncep reanalysis.
To investigate how enso variability might change under projected future
climate, results for the second half of the 21st century were obtained for mpi
echam 5 realisations of the sresa1b scenario [11], and are shown in Figure 1c.
The equivalent mode is now the leading slow eof for mpi echam 5. The
eof loadings are more uniform, and there are large positive sst covariances
almost everywhere.
The large change in slow enso mode in mpi echam 5 is further investigated
by separating the covariance of the slow component of 500 hPa geopotential
height into slow-internal and slow-external components. Figures 2 and 3
respectively show slow-internal eof-2 and slow-external eof-1 and their sst
covariances (equations 14 and 12, respectively) from mpi echam 5 for the
20th and 21st centuries. The 20th century slow-internal eof-2 (Figure 2a) is
almost identical in structure to the slow eof-2 (Figure 1b). There is little
change in the 21st century slow-internal eof-2 (Figure 2b) except for higher
eof loadings and positive sst covariance at high latitudes. The leading
slow-external eof in mpi echam 5 in the 20th century (Figure 3a) has low
variability (as indicated by the eigenvalue) and weak sst covariance. However,
the structure of the eof is similar to the greenhouse gas response found in
cgcm forcing studies [14], suggesting that slow-external eof-1 is related to
the trend in greenhouse gas concentrations. In contrast, in the 21st century the
slow-external eof-1 (Figure 3b) has a uniform structure in the eof loading,
and very high positive sst covariances everywhere, similar to the slow eof-1
(Figure 1c). However, slow eof-1 has a higher eigenvalue than slow-external
eof-1, indicating that it still includes a slow-internal component.
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Figure 3: As in Figure 2, but for mpi echam 5 slow-external eof-1.
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Conclusions

We described how existing methods for estimating the interannual variability
of components of the seasonal mean of a climate variable have been extended
to estimate the coupled covariance between a pc time series and a second
climate variable in an ensemble of cgcm realisations. In this way, the external
forcings and internal sources of the slow modes of variability are investigated.
As an example, we applied this method to the covariance between pc time
series of eofs of 500 hPa geopotential height and sst in cgcms from the wcrp
cmip3 dataset. To better understand changes in the slow modes of variability
of 500 hPa geopotential height in the 21st century, it was useful to separate
the covariance of the slow component into slow-internal and slow-external
components. There was little change in the slow-internal modes of variability
between the 20th and 21st centuries, but large differences were found in
the leading slow-external eof. That is, for the model shown, the largest
differences in the interannual variability of the seasonal mean geopotential
height are due to the changes in the greenhouse gas forcing.
The method formulated in section 2 is applicable to many climate variables and
datasets. In particular, it is extendable to time series of monthly anomalies of
two spatially gridded climate variables, for example the geopotential height
field and surface temperature.
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